New Supply Dynamics Report

Access summary level information at the Market, District and Node level for current quarter Completions, Under Construction and Pre-Leasing buildings on the New Supply Summary report.

Access a list of the Completions, Under Construction and Pre-Leasing buildings, at the Market, District and Node level, for the current quarter with links to detailed information for the Completions and Under Construction buildings from the New Supply Property Search Summary report.

Access a summary list of the current Under Construction buildings indicating the quarter and year they will become Completed buildings and access dynamic graphs at the Market, District and Node level from the Under Construction by Delivery Date report.

An extension of the New Supply Dynamics Report, the New Supply Forecasting Tool allows you to access dynamic graphs at the Market, District and Node level to generate projected available and vacant space rates for future quarters using 2-year and 5-year averages. Users can also override the averages and add potential new supply to generate customized forecasts.

View Rolling Five Quarter and Rolling Five Year historical summary data at the Market, District and Node level for Completions, Under Construction and Pre-Leasing buildings and access dynamic graphs for Completions and Under Construction from the New Supply Historical reports.
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